Fisher Phillips Drives Media Buzz for Launch of Autonomous Vehicles Practice
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Michael Greco, Denver Regional Managing Partner and chair of the firm’s new Autonomous Vehicles Practice, spoke with media across the U.S. regarding Fisher Phillips capabilities in addressing workplace issues driven by fast-developing autonomous vehicle technology. In articles published by The Fulton County Daily Report, Bloomberg Law Big Law Business, Denver Business Journal, and Thomson Reuters, reporters cover the emerging workplace concerns that the technology ushers in, including trade secret theft, unfair competition, data privacy, wage and hour issues, labor unionizing and safety compliance. Greco tells reporters, “numerous general practice firms already have autonomous vehicle groups, but they focus on the broader issues. It was clear to me, as an employment lawyer, that AVs are also going to change the way we interact with our workforce. Many issues are going to arise that the general practice firms do not have the depth to handle.”

In addition to launching the Autonomous Vehicles Practice, Fisher Phillips also started its Autonomous Vehicles Blog to keep employers informed of the rapid advancements in the autonomous vehicle industry that may impact their workplaces.